
 
 
 
ANALYST QUICK NOTES 
New products, M&A announcements, management shakeups, earnings surprises. Whatever the news, 
you want to know what Argus thinks. Our Quick Notes fill this need by providing real-time analysis of 
current news about Argus-covered companies or other market-moving events. Please check back 
regularly for new Quick Notes. Important disclaimer information is on the last page of this document. 
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A Stock We Would Buy 

• Potential upside about 10% to our target. 
• Believe there is a tail wind from housing recovery. 
• Superb management execution. 
• Believe there is additional upside. 

 
HD Will Report 2Q Next Week 

• 8/16 Before market open. 
• Call at 9:00 (913)-312-6647. 
• 2Q Consensus $1.97 – Argus $1.96. 
• Consensus Sales $26.48 billion – Argus $26.3. 
• HD has topped earnings consensus in last eight quarters. 
• Implied move on earnings day 2.8% -- about average. 

 
Favorable Readthrough 

o MDC Holdings – last week 
 Management said that the market environment for homebuilding was strong at 

the end of the Spring selling season and there was no indication that the market 
was slowing down. June was the strongest month of the quarter. 

o Masco  
 Management saw strong demand for big ticket items including spas. 
 We and management believe that this shows that investors are confident 

investing in their homes. 
 
 
 



 Customers were both willing and able to use credit to make this type of 
discretionary purchase.  

 Rising home prices. 
 Increasing housing turnover. 
 Favorable housing affordability.  
 Consumers' improving access to credit support our optimism in home-

improvement spending --and for Home Depot and Lowe's in particular. 
 “The fundamentals driving our business continue to accelerate.” 
 “Consumers continue to gain confidence to reinvest in their homes.” 

o Stanley Black & Decker 
  In North America, there was solid demand for tools in 2Q, helped by strong 

demand at big-box stores.  
 SWK said that point of sale performance remained strong and that big-box 

inventories were consistent with or lower than historical levels. 
 Suggests that the retailers like Home Depot and Lowe's are seeing solid sell 

through and that there is little need for them to reduce orders for later in the 
year. 

o Fortune Brands Home & Security 
 Management noted that it expects new construction demand to grow at a low 

double-digit rate for the rest of the year.  
 Single-family construction is expected to outpace multifamily as single-family 

entry-level activity is starting to accelerate.  
 Management sees demand for repair and remodeling projects growing at 

approximately 5%-6%. 
 
Other Key Indicators 

• The National Association of Home Builders Remodeling Index indicates improving 
conditions.  

• Harvard University's Leading Indicator of Remodeling Activity points to accelerating growth 
in 2016 and into the first quarter of 2017 before leveling off in 2Q17. We believe that these 
factors point to sustainable growth for HD and Lowe's as well as for suppliers such as Masco, 
Stanley Black & Decker and Fortune Brands Home and Security. 

• Building Materials remains one of the strongest categories based on Government Retail 
Sales report: 

o +4.5% May with Supply Stores up 6.9% 
o +7.4% June 

 
Recap of 1Q -- A Strong Quarter for HD: 

• We raised our target price on HD to $150 from $145, representing a total potential return of 
over 15%, including the dividend yield of about 2%.  

o Increases to both our forward EBIT and EPS estimates. 
o Increases to our EPS estimates for FY17 and FY18. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



• Earnings Beat: 
o Home Depot reported 1Q EPS of $1.44, up 19%.  
o The result was above our estimate of $1.32 and the average analyst estimate of $1.35. 
o HD benefited from: 

 An improving housing market. 
 Strong demand from professional contractors. 
 Growth in big-ticket projects. 
 Excellent expense control. 
 Some favorable weather in the month of February. 

• First-quarter sales increased 9.0% to $22.76 billion. Our estimate was $20.04 billion.  
o Comp sales at U.S. stores were up an impressive 7.4%, above the Bloomberg consensus 

of 4.9%. Online sales rose about 22%. 
• The trailing four-quarter return on invested capital was 29.2%, up 300 basis points from last 

year's first quarter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
DISCLAIMER 
This Note reflects the current thinking of an Argus analyst anticipating or responding to corporate 
earnings reports or other news relevant to covered companies. This Note may be an initial, real-time 
response to developments that are expected to impact stocks under coverage; as such, it does not 
imply that the information in it is correct as of any time after its preparation or that there has been no 
change in the business, financial condition, prospects, creditworthiness or status of a covered 
company. The views or opinions expressed in this Note are subject to change pending further analysis. 
This Note is produced and copyrighted by Argus, and any unauthorized use, duplication, redistribution 
or disclosure is prohibited by law and can result in prosecution. The opinions and information 
contained herein have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but Argus 
makes no representation as to their timeliness, accuracy or completeness or for their fitness for any 
particular purpose. This Note is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The 
information presented in this Note is for general information only and does not specifically address 
individual investment objectives, financial situations or the particular needs of any specific person 
who may receive this Note. Investing in any security or investment strategies discussed may not be 
suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor. Nothing 
in this Note constitutes individual investment, legal or tax advice. Argus may issue or may have issued 
other reports that are inconsistent with or may reach different conclusions and opinions than those 
represented in this Note, and all opinions are reflective of judgments made on the original date of 
publication. Those reports may reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the 
analysts who prepared them and Argus is under no obligation to ensure that other reports are 
brought to the attention of any recipient of this Note or to update or keep current the information 
contained in other reports so that such information is consistent with, or not contrary to, the 
information contained in this Note. Argus Research is an independent investment research provider 
and is not a member of the FINRA or the SIPC. Argus Research is not a registered broker dealer and 
does not have investment banking operations. None of our research is attributable to Argus Investors’ 
Counsel, a registered investment adviser and the asset management arm of Argus Research. Argus 
shall accept no liability for any loss arising from the use of this report, nor shall Argus treat all 
recipients of this report as customers simply by virtue of their receipt of this material. Investments 
involve risk and an investor may incur either profits or losses. Past performance should not be taken 
as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Argus has provided independent research since 
1934. Argus officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may have positions in stocks discussed in this 
report. No Argus officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may serve as officers or directors of 
covered companies, or may own more than one percent of a covered company’s stock. 
 
 


